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Centroaffine Duality and Loewner’s type Conjectures
Marcos Craizer and Ronaldo Garcia
Abstract. In this paper we consider centroaffine codimension 2 immer-
sions with an equ¨iaffine transversal vector field. We prove that the um-
bilical centroaffine Blaschke immersions are given by affine cylindrical
pedals of Blaschke hypersurfaces. For surfaces in 4-space, we prove a
weak version of a Loewner’s type conjecture for asymptotic lines at in-
flection points. This result is obtained by duality from the corresponding
version of the Loewner’s type conjecture for curvature lines at umbili-
cal points of surfaces in 3-space with an arbitrary equ¨iaffine transversal
vector field.
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1. Introduction
When a surface immersed in 4-space admits an euclidean normal umbilical
vector field, it has very significant properties with respect to curvature and
asymptotic lines. For example, asymptotic lines are orthogonal and coincide
with curvature lines, which are independent of the vector field in the nor-
mal plane ([1],[3],[6]). In centroaffine theory of surfaces in 4-space, one of
the transversal vector fields is radial and thus umbilical. In this context, we
cannot talk of orthogonality, but we consider duality instead.
A centroaffine codimension 2 immersion is an immersion F :Mn → Rn+2\{0}
such that the radial vector field η(F (x)) does not belong to the tangent space
F∗(TxM), for any x ∈M . We choose then a vector field Φ along F such that
Φ(x) does not belong to F∗(TxM)⊕S(F (x)), where we are identifying η(F (x))
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with F (x) and S(w) denotes the space generated by w. We denote by X(M)
the space of vector fields tangent to M .
Let D be the canonical flat affine connection of Rn+2. For X,Y ∈ X(M),
write
DXF∗Y = T (X,Y )F + F∗(∇XY ) +H(X,Y )Φ, (1.1)
where H and T are bilinear forms and ∇ a torsion-free connection on M .
The bilinear form H is called the affine metric with respect to Φ. The con-
formal class of H does not depend on Φ ([9]), and thus non-degeneracy and
also positiveness of H are independent of the choice of Φ. We shall assume
non-degeneracy of H throughout the paper, which geometrically means that
if we locally project radially F (M) to an affine hyperplane of Rn+2, we ob-
tain a non-degenerate hypersurface, i.e., a hypersurface with non-degenerate
Euclidean second fundamental form. We can also write
DXΦ = ρ(X)F − F∗(SX) + τ(X)Φ, (1.2)
where ρ and τ are 1-forms and S a (1, 1)-tensor on M . The (1, 1)-tensor S is
called shape operator. We say that the pair (F,Φ) is equ¨iaffine if τ = 0.
Denote by Rk the dual space of R
k and, for v ∈ Rk, u ∈ R
k, let w(u) = w ·u.
For a hypersurface f :Mn → Rn+1 with an equ¨iaffine transversal vector field
ξ, the lifting of the pair (f, ξ) is a pair (F,Φ), where F :Mn → Rn+2 is given
by (f, 1) and Φ = (ξ, 0) is the equ¨iaffine transversal vector field. The affine
cylindrical pedal of (f, ξ) is an immersion G :Mn → Rn+2 defined by
G(x) = (ν(x),−ν(x) · f(x)) , (1.3)
where ν denotes the co-normal vector field associated to ξ. We prove that
the pair (G,Ψ), where Ψ = (0, 1), is dual to the lifting (F,Φ). The affine
cylindrical pedal will play a central roˆle in this paper.
Denote by ω the canonical volume form of Rn+2. For a given immersion F ,
there exists an equ¨iaffine transversal vector field Φ such that, for any H-
orthonormal basis {X1, ..., Xn},
ω (F∗X1, ..., F∗Xn, F,Φ) = c, (1.4)
for some constant c ([9]). When Φ satisfies Equation (1.4), we say that it is
a Blaschke transversal vector field.
If ξ is the Blaschke vector field of an immersion f : Mn → Rn+1, then
Ψ = (0, 1) is a Blaschke vector field of the affine cylindrical pedal G of (f, ξ),
given by Equation (1.3). Thus G is Blaschke umbilical, i.e., there exists a
Blaschke transversal equ¨iaffine vector field such that (G,Ψ) is umbilical. We
prove in this paper that the converse also, holds, i.e., if G is a Blaschke
umbilical immersion, then G is the affine cylindrical pedal of some immersion
f :Mn → Rn+1 together with its Blaschke vector field ξ (see Corollary 4.4).
Any immersion G : M2 → R4 is locally the affine cylindrical pedal of some
equ¨iaffine immersion (f, ξ), not necessarily Blaschke. This will be a key fact
for our study of the asymptotic lines of G. When the affine metric of G
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is positive definite, we can define a pair of asymptotic directions at each
point. Since centroaffine duality transforms asymptotic lines in curvature
lines, the asymptotic lines ofG correspond to the curvature lines of (f, ξ). This
construction has some interesting consequences: For example, the generic
topological behaviors of asymptotic lines of surfaces in R4 described in [2]
and [7] are also the generic topological behaviors of the curvature lines of an
equ¨iaffine transversal vector field ξ along an immersion f :M2 → R3.
In this paper we are more interested in the following Loewner’s type con-
jecture: Is the index of the asymptotic lines at an isolated inflection point
always ≤ 1 (see [1])? By the centroaffine duality, this conjecture is equivalent
to conjecturing that the index of curvature lines of an equ¨iaffine pair (f, ξ)
at an isolated umbilical point is ≤ 1. In fact we shall prove that this conjec-
ture is also equivalent to the corresponding statement for arbitrary equ¨iaffine
transversal vector fields of a surface in 4-space.
We prove here a weak version of the above Loewner’s type conjecture, namely
by assuming that the isolated umbilical point of the equ¨iaffine pair (f, ξ) is
semi-homogeneous. This result generalizes the well-known result for euclidean
normal vector fields.
The paper is organized as follows: In sections 2 and 3 we describe the cen-
troaffine theory of codimension 2 immersions. In section 4 we characterize
the umbilical immersions as affine cylindrical pedals. In section 5 we discuss
Loewner’s type conjecture for the index of asymptotic lines at an inflection
point and curvature lines at an umbilical point. In section 6 we prove the
weak version of Loewner’s type conjecture for curvature lines at an umbilical
point of a surface in 3-space with an equ¨iaffine transversal vector field. In
section 7 we discuss the implication of these results to Carathe´odory’s type
conjectures.
2. Centroaffine Immersions
A centroaffine codimension 2 immersion is a map F : Mn → Rn+2 − {0}
transversal to the radial vector field η. In order to keep notations shorter, we
shall use F (x) instead of η(F (x)). In this section we follow [8, N9] and [9].
2.1. Non-degenerate immersions, equ¨iaffine and Blaschke vector fields
We call a vector field Φ along F transversal if Φ(x) does not belong to
F∗(TxM)⊕S(F (x)), x ∈M . For a transversal vector field Φ, consider Equa-
tions (1.1) and (1.2). It is proved in [9] that the conformal class of the affine
metric H is independent of the choice of Φ. We say that the immersion F is
non-degenerate if the class of H is non-degenerate, and that the immersion
F is positive definite if the class of H is positive definite.
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We say that Φ is equ¨iaffine if τ = 0. Sometimes we call such property paral-
lelism ([1],[11]). Along this paper, we shall assume that the transversal vector
field Φ is equ¨iaffine. We shall call the plane generated by Φ and F the affine
normal plane associated to Φ. Any equ¨iaffine vector field in the affine normal
plane must be of the form
Φ˜ = aF + bΦ, (2.1)
where a ∈ C∞(M), b ∈ R. We shall not distinguish between equ¨iaffine
transversal vector fields in the affine normal plane.
We say that a transversal equ¨iaffine vector field Φ is Blaschke if Equation
(1.4) holds, for every H-orthonormal frame {X1, ..., Xn}. Any two equ¨iaffine
vector fields Φ˜ and Φ satisfying condition (1.4) are related by
Φ˜ = aF + bΦ, (2.2)
where a, b ∈ R ([9]).
2.2. Principal directions and umbilical points
A principal direction for the pair (F,Φ) at x0 ∈ M is an eigenvector of the
shape operator S. If the shape operator is a multiple of the identity, the
we say that the point x0 is umbilical. Note that, by Equation (2.1), both
definitions are independent of the choice of Φ in the affine normal plane.
Proposition 2.1. If all points are umbilical, then the affine normal planes
contain a fixed line through the origin.
Proof. Assume that all points are umbilical and write S = λI, for some scalar
function λ. Then necessarily dλ(X) + ρ(X) = 0 and DX(Φ + λF ) = 0, for
any X ∈ X(M) (see Lemma 4.2 and Theorem 4.3 of [9]). Since Φ + λF is
contained in the affine normal plane, the proposition is proved. 
2.3. Asymptotic directions and inflection points
Consider a hyperplane passing through F (x0) defined by a linear functional
w ∈ Rn+2. The contact function of the immersion with the hyperplane is
given by w · (F (x)−F (x0)), x ∈M . Then x0 is a critical point of the contact
function if and only if the hyperplane contains the tangent space at x0.
Consider a vector field X ∈ X(M). We say that X(x0) ∈ Tx0M is an asymp-
totic direction if there exists an hyperplane w such that x0 is a degenerate
critical point of the contact function and X belongs to the kernel of its hes-
sian, i.e.
w · (DXF∗Y ) = 0, (2.3)
for any Y ∈ X(M) ([13, p.223]). We may assume that w · F = 1 and write
w · Φ = µ, for certain scalar function µ. We conclude that X is asymptotic
at x0 if and only if there exists µ = µ(x0) such that
T (X,Y )− µH(X,Y ) = 0, (2.4)
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for any Y ∈ X(M). If T − µH = 0 at x0, then we say that x0 is an inflection
point. The following proposition is proved in [8, Prop.N9.3]
Proposition 2.2. The image of the immersion F is contained in an affine
hyperplane if and only if all x ∈M are inflection points.
3. Dual centroaffine immersions
3.1. Definition and main properties
Assume that F : Mn → Rn+2 is a non-degenerate immersion together with
an equ¨iaffine transversal vector field Φ. The dual pair (G,Ψ) : Mn → Rn+2
of (F,Φ) is defined by the following equations:
G · Φ = 1, G · F∗X = 0, G · F = 0, (3.1)
Ψ · Φ = 0, Ψ · F∗X = 0, Ψ · F = 1. (3.2)
The following lemma is proved in [9]:
Proposition 3.1. Consider a non-degenerate centroaffine immersion F and
let Φ be an equ¨iaffine transversal vector field. Then G defined by Equation
(3.1) is a non-degenerate centroaffine immersion and Ψ defined by Equation
(3.2) is an equ¨iaffine vector field. Moreover, the dual pair of (G,Ψ) is (F,Φ)
and we can write
DXG∗Y = −H(SX, Y )G+G∗(∇
∗
XY ) +H(X,Y )Ψ, (3.3)
DXΨ = −ρ(X)G−G∗(S
∗X),
where
H(S∗X,Y ) = −T (X,Y ) (3.4)
and
Z(H(X,Y )) = H(∇ZX,Y ) +H(X,∇
∗
ZY ).
Equation (3.3) says that H∗ = H and T ∗(X,Y ) = −H(SX, Y ), and this last
equality implies that S is H-self-adjoint. Next Lemma says that if Φ˜ and Φ
are in the same affine normal plane, then the same holds for Ψ˜ and Ψ.
Lemma 3.2. Consider dual equ¨iaffine pairs (F,Φ) and (G,Ψ), and let Φ˜ be
defined by Equation (2.1). Then the dual pair of (F, Φ˜) is (G
b
, Ψ˜), where
Ψ˜ = Ψ−
aG
b
.
Proof. Straightforward verifications. 
Concerning Blaschke vector fields, we have the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3. Consider dual equ¨iaffine pairs (F,Φ) and (G,Ψ). Then Φ is
Blaschke if and only if Ψ is Blaschke.
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Proof. Consider {X1, ..., Xn} a H-orthonormal basis for TxM and assume
that Φ is Blaschke. Then
ω(F∗X1, ..., F∗Xn, F,Φ) = c,
for some constant c. SinceG∗X ·F∗Y = −H(X,Y ), the basis {G∗X1, ..., G∗Xn, G,Ψ}
is dual to {−F∗X1, ....,−F∗Xn,Φ, F}, which implies that
ω∗(G∗X1, ..., G∗Xn, G,Ψ) = (−1)
n+1c−1,
where ω∗ denotes the dual volume form of Rn+2. Thus Ψ is also Blaschke. 
3.2. Duality between asymptotic and principal directions
Consider non-degenerate dual equ¨iaffine pairs (F,Φ) and (G,Ψ).
Proposition 3.4. Fix x0 ∈M and X ∈ Tx0M . Then X is a principal direction
for F at x0 if and only if X is an asymptotic direction for G at x0.
Proof. From Equations (2.4) and (3.3), X is an asymptotic direction for G
at x0 if
H(SX, Y ) + µH(X,Y ) = 0,
at x0, for any Y ∈ X(M). Thus X is an asymptotic direction for G if and
only if
H((S + µI)X,Y ) = 0,
for any Y . Since H is non-degenerate, this is equivalent to (S + µI)X = 0,
which is the condition for X to be a principal direction for F at x0. 
4. Lifting of an Equ¨iaffine Immersion and the Affine
Cylindrical Pedal
4.1. Hyperplanar immersions
Consider a non-degenerate immersion f : Mn → Rn+1 with an equ¨iaffine
transversal vector field ξ. Let F,Φ :Mn → Rn+2 be given by
F (x) = (f(x), 1) , Φ(x) = (ξ(x), 0) . (4.1)
Then F is a centroaffine immersion and Φ is a transversal equ¨iaffine vector
field. We call the pair (F,Φ) the lifting of (f, ξ).
Denote by h and B the metric and the shape operator of (f, ξ), respectively.
It is easy to verify that H = h, where H denotes the metric of (F,Φ), which
implies that F is a non-degenerate immersion. One can also verify that S = B,
where S denotes the shape operator of (F,Φ).
Lemma 4.1. If (F,Φ) is a lifting of (f, ξ), then all points are inflection points.
Conversely, if all points of (F,Φ) are inflection points, then, by an affine
transformation of Rn+2 and an adequate choice of the equ¨iaffine transversal
vector field in the affine normal plane, (F,Φ) is a lifting.
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Proof. If (F,Φ) is a lifting, then F is contained in a hyperplane and hence all
points are inflection points. Conversely, if all points of an immersion (F,Φ)
are inflections, then F is contained in a hyperplane, which, by an affine trans-
formation in Rn+2, we may assume to be xn+2 = 1, where (x1, ..., xn+2) are
coordinates in Rn+2. Moreover, by a transformation of the form (2.1), we
may take Φ of the form Φ = (ξ, 0), and so (F,Φ) is a lifting. 
4.2. Umbilical immersions
For a non-degenerate immersion f :Mn → Rn+1 with an equ¨iaffine transver-
sal vector field ξ, denote by ν : Mn → Rn+1 the co-normal map associated
to ξ, i.e.,
ν(x) · ξ(x) = 1, ν(x) · f∗X = 0, X ∈ TM. (4.2)
The affine cylindrical pedal G :M → Rn+2 is then defined by Equation (1.3).
Lemma 4.2. Let Ψ = (0, 1). Then Ψ is transversal to G and the pair (G,Ψ)
is dual to the lifting (F,Φ) of (f, ξ).
Proof. Straightforward verifications. 
Proposition 4.3. Consider an umbilical equ¨iaffine immersion (G,Ψ). Then
necessarily G is an affine cylindrical pedal and there exists a constant vector
field Ψ in the affine normal plane.
Proof. If (G,Ψ) is umbilical, then its dual (F,Φ) is hyperplanar. By Lemma
4.1, (F,Φ) is a lifting. We conclude that G is an affine cylindrical pedal and
that Ψ˜ = (0, 1) belongs to the affine normal plane of (G,Ψ). 
The following corollary characterizes the Blaschke umbilical immersions G:
Corollary 4.4. Consider an immersion G : Mn → Rn+2 for which there
exists a Blaschke umbilical transversal vector field Ψ. Then G is the affine
cylindrical pedal of an immersion f :Mn → Rn+1 together with its Blaschke
vector field ξ.
For a similar result in a slightly different context, see [12].
4.3. Characterization of affine cylindrical pedals
When a non-degenerate immersion G can be considered as an affine cylindri-
cal pedal of an equ¨iaffine pair (f, ξ), not necessarily Blaschke?
Proposition 4.5. Consider a non-degenerate centroaffine immersion G :Mn →
Rn+2 transversal to Ψ = (0, 1). Then G is the affine cylindrical pedal of an
immersion f : Mn → Rn+1 together with an equ¨iaffine transversal vector
field ξ.
Proof. Since Ψ = (0, 1) is transversal, (G,Ψ) is a non-degenerate equ¨iaffine
umbilical pair. By Proposition 4.3, G is an affine cylindrical pedal. 
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Corollary 4.6. Consider a non-degenerate immersion G :Mn → Rn+2. Then
G is locally the affine cylindrical pedal of an equ¨iaffine pair (f, ξ).
Proof. Consider coordinates (y1, ..., yn+2) in Rn+2. We may assume that lo-
cally the radial projection in the plane yn+2 = 1 is a non-degenerate hy-
persurface and that (0, 1) does not belong to it. This implies that (0, 1) is
transversal to G, which, by Proposition 4.5, proves the corollary. 
5. Loewner’s type conjectures for surfaces in 4-space
In this section we shall assume that F : M2 → R4 \ {0} is a centroaffine
immersion with positive definite affine metric H , which is independent of the
choice of Φ. Under the non-degeneracy condition, the positive definiteness is
equivalent to F (M2) being locally contained in a convex hypersurface of R4
([7]).
For such immersions and any transversal equ¨iaffine vector field Φ, there are
2 principal directions defined at all points except at the umbilical points.
Moreover, there are 2 asymptotic directions defined at all points except at
the inflection points. We remark that the same holds for the dual centroaffine
immersion (G,Ψ), sinceH∗ = H is also positive definite. Moreover, by Propo-
sition 3.4, umbilical points and principal directions of (F,Φ) coincide with
inflection points and asymptotic directions of (G,Ψ), and vice-versa.
5.1. Semi-homogeneous umbilical points
Consider an isolated umbilical point (u0, v0) of an equ¨iaffine pair (F,Φ) and
denote S = (sij) the matrix of the shape operator in an H-orthonormal
frame {X1, X2}. Since S is self-adjoint with respect to H , we have s12 = s21.
Consider the planar vector field S = (s11−s22, 2s12) and observe that (u0, v0)
is a zero of S. We say that (u0, v0) is semi-homogeneous of degree k if it is
an isolated zero of the first non-zero jet k of S at (u0, v0).
Lemma 5.1. The above definition does not depend on the choice of the or-
thonormal frame {X1, X2}.
Proof. If {X˜1, X˜2} is another H-orthonormal basis, we can write{
X˜1 = cos(θ)X1 − sin(θ)X2
X˜2 = sin(θ)X1 + cos(θ)X2.
Straightforward calculations show that{
s˜11 − s˜22 = cos(2θ)(s11 − s22)− sin(2θ)2s12
2s˜12 = sin(2θ)(s11 − s22) + cos(2θ)2s12,
and the same relation holds for the k-jet of S. Thus (u0, v0) is isolated for
the k-jet of S if and only if it is isolated for the k-jet of S˜. 
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For an immersion f : M2 → R3 with equ¨iaffine transversal vector field ξ,
denote by B = (bij) the matrix of the shape operator in the h-orthonormal
frame {X1, X2} at an isolated umbilical point (u0, v0). Since B is self-adjoint
with respect to h, we have b12 = b21. Consider the planar vector field B =
(b11 − b22, 2b12) and observe that (u0, v0) is a zero of B. We say that (u0, v0)
is semi-homogeneous of degree k if it is an isolated zero of the first non-zero
jet k of B at (u0, v0). One can verify as above that this definition does not
depend on the choice of the frame {X1, X2}.
Lemma 5.2. Let (F,Φ) be the lifting of (f, ξ). Then (u0, v0) is an isolated
umbilical point of (F,Φ) if and only if it is an isolated umbilical point of
(f, ξ). Moreover, (u0, v0) is semi-homogeneous of degree k for (F,Φ) if and
only if it is semi-homogeneous of degree k for (f, ξ).
Proof. Just observe that S = B and so S = B. 
5.2. Semi-homogeneous inflection points
Consider an isolated inflection point (u0, v0) of an immersion F : M
2 → R4
and let Φ be an arbitrary equ¨iaffine transversal vector field. Let (G,Ψ) be
dual pair and denote S∗ = (s∗ij) the matrix of the shape operator S
∗ of (G,Ψ)
in the H-orthonormal frame {X1, X2}. Since S
∗ is H-self-adjoint (Equation
(3.4)), s∗12 = s
∗
21. Let S
∗ = (s∗11 − s
∗
22, 2s
∗
12) and observe that (u0, v0) is a
zero of S∗. We say that (u0, v0) is semi-homogeneous of degree k if it is an
isolated zero of the first non-zero jet k of S∗ at (u0, v0).
Lemma 5.3. The above definition is independent of the choice of Φ.
Proof. From Equations (2.3), (2.4) and (3.4), we can write
w · (DXF∗Y ) = T (X,Y )− µH(X,Y ) = −H((S
∗ + µI)X,Y ),
for and X,Y ∈ X(M). But w and the conformal class of H are independent
of Φ, and S∗ is independent of µ. Thus, by taking Φ˜ instead of Φ, we obtain
S˜∗ = aS∗, for some real function a :M → R, with a(u0, v0) 6= 0. We conclude
that the first non-zero jet of S˜∗ is a non-zero multiple of S∗, thus proving the
lemma. 
Corollary 5.4. Consider an equ¨iaffine pair (G,Ψ) and its dual (F,Φ) and
let (u0, v0) be an isolated inflection point for (G,Ψ). Then (u0, v0) is semi-
homogeneous inflection point of degree k of (G,Ψ) if and only if it is semi-
homogeneous umbilical point of degree k of (F,Φ).
5.3. Loewner’s type conjectures and theorems
Consider an isolated inflection point x0 of an immersion G :M
2 → R4. It is
conjectured that the index of the asymptotic line foliation is at most 1 ([1],
[5]). For later reference, we shall call it Conjecture 1. For generic immersions,
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it is well-known that this conjecture holds: It is proved in [7] that for a generic
immersion G :M2 → R4, the index of an inflection point is at most 1/2.
Conjecture 1 is equivalent to the following two conjectures:
Conjecture 1a. Consider an equ¨iaffine pair (f, ξ), where f : M2 → R3 is an
immersion with positive affine metric. Then the index of the curvature lines
of (f, ξ) at x0 is at most 1.
Proof. If Conjecture 1 holds, then Conjecture 1a also holds by taking the
affine cylindrical pedal. Conversely, assume Conjecture 1a holds and let G is
an immersion. By Proposition 4.5, G is the affine cylindrical pedal of some
equ¨iaffine pair (f, ξ), and by Proposition 3.4, x0 is an umbilical point for this
pair. Moreover, the curvature lines of (f, ξ) correspond to asymptotic lines of
G. 
Conjecture 1b. Consider an equ¨iaffine pair (F,Φ), where F : M2 → R4 is a
centroaffine immersion with positive bilinear form H . Then the index of the
curvature lines of (F,Φ) at x0 is at most 1.
Proof. If Conjecture 1 holds, then Conjecture 1b holds by taking the dual.
Conversely, assume Conjecture 1b holds. Then by taking the lifting, Conjec-
ture 1a also holds, thus proving the claim. 
In next section, we shall prove the following Loewner’s type result:
Theorem 5.5. Assume x0 is a semi-homogeneous umbilical point of a pair
(f, ξ), where f : M2 → R3 is an immersion with positive definite affine
metric and ξ is an equ¨iaffine transversal vector field. Then the index of the
curvature line foliation at x0 is at most 1.
Assuming the above result, we can conclude the following corollaries:
Corollary 5.6. Assume x0 is a semi-homogeneous inflection point of an im-
mersion G :M2 → R4. Then the index of the asymptotic line foliation at x0
is at most 1.
Proof. By Proposition 4.5, G is the affine cylindrical pedal of an equ¨iaffine
immersion (f, ξ). By Sections 5.1 and 5.2, x0 is a semi-homogeneous umbilical
point of (f, ξ). From Theorem 5.5, the index of the curvature lines of (f, ξ)
at x0 is at most 1. Since these lines coincide with the asymptotic lines of G,
the corollary is proved. 
Corollary 5.7. Assume x0 is a semi-homogeneous umbilical point of an equ¨iaffine
pair (F,Φ), where F :M2 → R4 is a centroaffine immersion. Then the index
of the curvature line foliation at x0 is at most 1.
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Proof. Let (G,Ψ) be the dual of (F,Φ). By Section 5.2, x0 is a semi-homogeneous
inflection point of G. From Corollary 5.6, the index of the asymptotic lines
of G at x0 is at most 1. Since these lines coincide with the curvature lines of
(F,Φ), the corollary is proved. 
Remark 5.8. Theorem 5.5 remains true even if ξ is not equ¨iaffine, but assum-
ing that the 1-form τ is closed, or equivalently that the normal connection is
flat. In fact, under this hypothesis, there exists a real function λ such that
λξ is equ¨iaffine.
Remark 5.9. Similarly to Remark 5.8, Corollary 5.7 still holds if we assume
the weaker hypothesis of τ being closed. In the opposite direction, in [4] the
authors proved the existence of Euclidean normal vector fields whose indices
around an umbilical point is arbitrarily large.
6. Loewner’s conjecture for a transversal vector field along a
surface in 3-space
In this section we prove Theorem 5.5.
6.1. The co-normal vector field and isothermal coordinates
Consider an immersion f :M2 → R3 together with an equ¨iaffine transversal
vector field ξ, and let h denote the affine metric. We say that (u, v) are
isothermal coordinates on M if
h11 = h22 = ρ; h12 = 0.
The isothermal property is independent of the choice of ξ and it is well-known
that any convex surface can be covered by isothermal parameterizations. Let
ν denote the co-normal vector field defined by Equation (4.2).
Lemma 6.1. We can write
ξ =
1
[ν, νu, νv]
νu × νv. (6.1)
Moreover,
νu · fu = νv · fv = −ρ, νu · fv = νv · fu = 0, (6.2)
and
fu =
ρ
[ν, νu, νv]
ν × νv, fu = −
ρ
[ν, νu, νv]
ν × νu. (6.3)
Finally
[fu, fv, ξ] =
ρ2
[ν, νu, νv]
. (6.4)
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Proof. From ξ equ¨iaffine and ν · ξ = 1, we conclude (6.1). From h11 = ρ we
obtain ν · fuu = ρ and so νu · fu = −ρ. With a similar reasoning, we conclude
(6.2). Observe that νv · fu = 0 and ν · fu = 0 to obtain the first of Equations
(6.3). The second one is obtained similarly. Equation (6.4) is obtained from
Equations (6.3). 
Remark 6.2. In case ξ is Blaschke, [ν, νu, νv] = [fu, fv, ξ] = ρ and the above
formulas become much simpler (see [8, N4, p.208]).
Lemma 6.3. The shape operator is given by
B =
1
δ
[
νuu · ξ νuv · ξ
νuv · ξ νvv · ξ
]
,
where
δ =
[fu, fv, ξ][ν, νu, νv]
ρ
. (6.5)
Proof. Writing ξu = b11fu + b21fv we obtain
b11[fu, fv, ξ] = [ξu, fv, ξ] = −
ρ
[ν, νu, νv]2
[νu, νv, νuu],
which proves the formula for b11. The other formulas are obtained similarly.

6.2. Index of the vector field B
Assume (u, v) are isothermal coordinates and let B = (B1, B2), where B1 =
b11 − b22 and B2 = 2b12 = 2b21.
Lemma 6.4. The index of the curvature lines of ξ at (u0, v0) is exactly one
half of the index of the vector field B.
Proof. The equation of curvature lines is given by
(b11 − b22)dudv + b12(dv
2 − du2) = 0.
Writing du = cos(θ), and dv = sin(θ), we obtain that B is a multiple of
(cos(2θ), sin(2θ)), thus proving the lemma. 
The order of the umbilical point is the order of the first non-zero jet of B. We
call simple the umbilical points of order 1. Recall from Section 5.1 that an
isolated umbilical point (u0, v0) of order k is semi-homogeneous if it is also
an isolated zero of the k-jet of B at (u0, v0).
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6.3. The support function
Consider the support function p :M → R defined by
p(x) = ν(x) · (f(x)−X0),
where X0 ∈ R
3 is a fixed point and denote p(u, v) the affine support function
in isothermal coordinates. Observe that
pu = νu · (f −X0), pv = νv · (f −X0).
Differentiating we obtain
puu = νuu · (f −X0)− ρ; pvv = νvv · (f −X0)− ρ; puv = νuv · (f −X0).
It follows that
puu − pvv = (νuu − νvv) · (f −X0); 2puv = 2νuv · (f −X0). (6.6)
Denote
P1 = puu − pvv, P2 = 2puv. (6.7)
and let P be the the vector field whose component are P1 and P2.
6.4. Loewner’s conjecture for planar vector fields
Consider a function g : U ⊂ R2 → R defined in a neighborhood U of (0, 0)
and assume (0, 0) is an isolated zero of the vector field G = ∂
qg
∂z¯q
. Loewner’s
conjecture states that the index of G is at most n. This conjecture is proved
under some conditions, but there are also some controversies concerning the
proofs. Nevertheless, assuming that G is semi-homogeneous, i.e., (0, 0) is an
isolated zero of its first non-zero jet, then there are no doubts that Loewner’s
conjecture holds ([10], [14]).
Thus we can state the following theorem, considering q = 2:
Theorem 6.5. Let g : U ⊂ R2 → R be a function defined in a neighborhood U
of (0, 0) and assume (0, 0) is an isolated zero of the semi-homogeneous vector
field G = (guu − gvv, 2guv). Then the index of G is at most 2.
Our idea is to apply the above theorem to P and conclude results concerning
B. To do this, we must compare P and B.
6.5. Simple umbilical points
From now on we shall fix an isolated umbilical point (u0, v0) = (0, 0) in M .
Denote f0 = f(0, 0), ξ0 = ξ(0, 0) and let X0 = f0 + λ
−1
0 ξ0, where
λ0 = b11(0, 0) = b22(0, 0).
Denote also δ0 = δ(0, 0), where δ is defined by Equation (6.5).
From Equations (6.6) and (6.7), we obtain
P(0, 0) = −λ−10 ((νuu − νvv) · ξ0, 2νuv · ξ0) .
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Now Lemma 6.3 implies that
P(0, 0) = −λ−10 δ0B(0, 0).
Since B(0, 0) = 0, we conclude that P(0, 0) = 0.
Lemma 6.6. We have that
f(u, v) + λ−10 ξ(u, v) = f0 + λ
−1
0 ξ0 +O(2), (6.8)
where O(2) denotes terms of degree at least 2 in (u, v). Conversely, if equa-
tion (6.8) is satisfied, then (0, 0) is an umbilical point and λ0 = b11(0, 0) =
b22(0, 0).
Proof. The equation f(u, v) + λ−10 ξ(u, v) = f0 + λ
−1
0 ξ0 holds up to order 1 if
and only if
fu + λ
−1
0 ξu = fv + λ
−1
0 ξv = 0
at (0, 0), which is equivalent to say that (0, 0) is an umbilical point and
λ0 = b11(0, 0) = b22(0, 0). 
Proposition 6.7. Let (0, 0) be an umbilical point and X0 = f0 + λ
−1
0 ξ0. Then
J1P(0, 0) = −λ
−1
0 δ0J1B(0, 0),
where J1P and J1B denote the first jet of the vector fields P and A, respec-
tively.
Proof. We shall verify the equality of the derivatives of P1 and B1 with
respect to u, which corresponds to the (1, 1)-entries of both matrices, the
other 3 entries being similar. Observe that
(P1)u = puuu − pvvu = (νuuu − νvvu) · (f −X0) + (νuu − νvv) · fu.
At (0, 0), fu = −λ
−1
0 ξu and so
(P1)u = −λ
−1
0 ((νuuu − νvvu) · ξ + (νuu − νvv) · ξu) .
On the other hand, since B1 =
1
δ
(νuu − νvv) · ξ, we have that
δ(B1)u + δuB1 = (νuuu − νvvu) · ξ + (νuu − νvv) · ξu.
Thus, at (0, 0),
δ(B1)u = −λ0(P1)u,
thus proving the desired result. 
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6.6. Umbilical points of order k
Lemma 6.8. Let (0, 0) be umbilic and X0 = f0+λ
−1
0 ξ0. Then (0, 0) is umbilical
of order ≥ k if and only if
f(u, v) + λ−10 ξ(u, v) = X0 +O(k + 1). (6.9)
Proof. Write
ξu = −b11fu − b12fv
ξv = −b21fu − b22fv
(6.10)
If the (k−1)-jet of B at (0, 0) equals 0, differentiating equation (6.10) (k−1)
times we obtain that, at (u0, v0), the k-jet of ξ equals −λ0 times the k-jet of
f , thus proving formula (6.9).
Assume that equation (6.9) holds with k ≥ 2. Differentiating the Equation
(6.10) and taking (u, v) = (0, 0), we obtain
(b11)ufu + (b12)ufv = 0, (b11)vfu + (b12)vfv = 0,
which implies that (b11)u = (b12)u = (b11)v = (b12)v = 0. Similarly, we can
prove that (b21)u = (b22)u = (b21)v = (b22)v = 0, which implies that the 1-jet
of B vanishes at (0, 0). To prove that the (k − 1)-jet of B vanishes at (0, 0),
one can proceed by an easy induction. 
Proposition 6.9. At an umbilic point of order ≥ k,
JkP = −λ
−1
0 δ0JkB, (6.11)
where JkP and JkB denote the k-jets of P and B, respectively.
Proof. For k ≥ 2, we must prove that the second derivatives of P and A are
multiples at (0, 0). Let us consider (P1)uu and (B1)uu, the other cases being
similar. Observe that
(P1)uu = (νuuuu − νvvuu) · (f −X0) + 2(νuuu − νvvu) · fu + (νuu − νvv) · fuu.
At (u0, v0),
(P1)uu = −λ
−1
0 ((νuuuu − νvvuu) · ξ + 2(νuuu − νvvu) · ξu + (νuu − νvv) · ξuu) .
On the other hand,
ρ(B1)uu+2ρu(B1)u+ρuuB1 = (νuuuu−νvvuu)·ξ+2(νuuu−νvvu)·ξu+(νuu−νvv)·ξuu.
At (0, 0),
ρ(B1)uu = −λ0(P1)uu,
thus proving the proposition. To prove Equation (6.11) for any k, one can
proceed by induction. 
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6.7. Proof of Theorem 5.5
Lemma 6.10. If (0, 0) is an umbilical point, semi-homogeneous of degree k,
the index of B at (0, 0) is the same index of JkB at (0, 0).
Proof. For r sufficiently small,
||B − JkB|| ≤
1
2
||JkB||,
at ||(u, v)|| = r, which proves the lemma. 
We can now prove theorem 5.5.
Proof. If (0, 0) is an isolated umbilical point, semi-homogeneous of degree k,
Proposition 6.9 implies that the index of JkB at (u0, v0) is the same index
of JkP . From the above lemma, they are also equal to the index of B. By
Theorem 6.5, any vector field of the form Pk has index ≤ 2. By Lemma 6.4,
the index of the curvature lines is at most 1. 
7. Carathe´odory’s Type Conjectures
7.1. Conjectures and results
In the Euclidean case, Carathe´odory’s conjecture states that any compact
surface homeomorphic to the sphere admits at least 2 Euclidean umbilic
points. This conjecture is a consequence of Loewner’s conjecture, which states
that the index of the Euclidean curvature lines at an umbilic point is at most
1.
In the present cases, Loewner’s type conjectures also imply the corresponding
Carathe´odory’s type conjectures. For example, Theorem 5.5, Corollary 5.6
and Corollary 5.7 imply the following corollaries:
Corollary 7.1. Consider a convex centroaffine immersion f : M2 → R3, M
compact, and an equ¨iaffine normal vector field ξ. Assume that all umbilical
points are semi-homogeneous. Then there are at least 2 umbilical points.
Corollary 7.2. Consider a centroaffine immersion G :M2 → R4, M compact,
with positive definite affine metric. Assume that all inflection points are semi-
homogeneous. Then there are at least 2 inflection points.
Corollary 7.3. Consider a centroaffine immersion F :M2 → R4, M compact,
with positive definite affine metric, together with an equ¨iaffine transversal
vector field Φ. Assume that all umbilical points are semi-homogeneous. Then
there are at least 2 umbilical points.
On the other hand, if Conjecture 1 of Section 5 holds, then the following
conjectures also hold:
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Conjecture 2. Consider a centroaffine immersion G :M2 → R4, M compact,
with positive definite affine metric. Then there are at least 2 inflection points.
Conjecture 2a. Consider a convex centroaffine immersion f : M2 → R3, M
compact, and an equ¨iaffine normal vector field ξ. Then there are at least 2
umbilical points.
Conjecture 2b. Consider a centroaffine immersion F :M2 → R4,M compact,
with positive definite affine metric, together with an equ¨iaffine transversal
vector field Φ. Then there are at least 2 umbilical points.
7.2. Rotational surfaces
Concerning conjecture 2a of the above section, it is natural to ask whether or
not there exist compact surfaces in 3-space with only two umbilical points. If
we are free to choose the equ¨iaffine transversal vector field ξ, then the answer
is positive, since we can take ξ to be the Euclidean unit normal and the
surface to be a rotational ellipsoid. But what happens if we choose ξ to be
the Blaschke vector field? Are there compact surfaces with only two Blaschke
umbilical points?
To answer this question, it is natural to look at the rotational surfaces. But
if we consider rotational surfaces with the Blaschke transversal vector field,
then there exists at least one umbilical parallel. In this section we prove this
surprising fact, and so the following question remains open:
Question. Is there an ovaloid in 3-space with 2 umbilical points with respect
to the Blaschke transversal vector field?
7.2.1. Shape operator of a rotation surface at the axis. Consider a surface
graph of a function of the form
z = f(x2 + y2).
Then, by an affine change of variables, the 4-jet of z at (0, 0) is given by
z =
1
2
(x2 + y2) +
α
24
(
x2 + y2
)2
+O(6),
which implies that (0, 0) is affine umbilical. We conclude that the axes points
of a rotation surface are affine umbilical.
7.2.2. Shape operator of a rotation surface outside the axis. Assume S is a
smooth rotation surface generated by the convex planar arc γ(t) = (x(t), y(t)),
t ∈ [0, pi], such that x(t) > 0 and y′(t) > 0, for t ∈ (0, pi). A parameterization
of S is given by
ψ(t, θ) = (x(t) cos θ, x(t) sin θ, y(t)) . (7.1)
Then straightforward calculations show that the co-normal ν and the Blaschke
metric h = (hij) are given by
ν =
x
φ
(−y′ cos θ,−y′ sin θ, x′) , h11 =
x
φ
, h12 = h21 = 0, h22 =
x2y′
φ
,
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where φ4 = x3y′.
Lemma 7.4. The affine normal vector field ξ can be written as
ξ = (a cos θ, a sin θ, b) ,
for certain a = a(t), b = b(t).
Proof. Observe that νθ · ξ = 0. The conditions ν · ξ = 1 and νs · ξ = 0 are
given by {
−ay′ + bx′ = φ
x
−ay′′ + bx′′ = −
(
φ
x
)2 (
x
φ
)
′
.
This system certainly has a solution ξ = (a, b). 
Write g = φ
x
. Then {
−ay′ + bx′ = g
−ay′′ + bx′′ = g′ .
We conclude that a′y′ − b′x′ = 0, which implies that ξu =
b′
y′
φu. Since
ξθ =
a
x
ψθ, the parallels and meridians are affine curvature lines. Moreover, a
parallel is umbilic if and only if a
x
= b
′
y′
. Observe that, by hypothesis, x(t) > 0
and y′(t) > 0, for t ∈ (0, pi).
7.2.3. A useful parameterization. Any generator arc γ(t) = (x(t), y(t)) as
above can be parameterized with y′(t) = x(t). Assuming this parameteriza-
tion, we obtain g = 1 and
ξ = (a, b) =
1
∆
(x′′(t), y′′(t)) ,
where ∆ = [γ′, γ′′] = x′y′′−x′′y′ = (y′′)2−y′y′′′. Observe that, by hypothesis,
∆ > 0. Moreover, a point t is umbilic if and only if a = b′, which is equivalent
to
1
∆
y′′′ =
y′′′
∆
−
∆′
∆2
y′′.
Thus t is umbilic if and only if ∆′ = 0 or y′′ = 0. Observe that
∆′ = x′y′′′ − x′′′y′ = y′′y′′′ − y′y′′′′.
Since y′′(0) > 0 and y′′(pi) < 0, there exists at least one t0 ∈ (0, pi) such
that y′′(t0) = 0. We conclude that there exists at least one umbilic point t0,
t0 ∈ (0, pi).
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